Catalogued correspondence A-Z (approx. 40 boxes)
Uncatalogued correspondence A-Z (approx. 105 boxes)
Misc. Correspondence Unsorted A-Z (6 boxes)
Contracts A-Z (9 boxes)
Contract Form
Memo & Day Books (4 boxes)
Submission books (5 boxes)
Financial (bills)
Ledgers (Regular & Special Accounts 1946-54)
Author's Ledger 1950-59
Ledger 57-58
Ledgers
Cashbooks
General Ledger
Crain-Cashbook/General Ledger
Deposit Slips, etc. 1954-57 (5 boxes)
Misc. Financial (8 boxes)
1959 Box Office Receipts
1959 Auntie Mame Box Office
Old Checks 1954-55
Cancelled Checks 1955-60
Check Stubs 1958-63
Cancelled Checks 1961-63
Bank Statements and Cancelled Checks 1964-65
Bank Deposits 1964-67
Bank Statements and Cancelled Checks 1966
Papers and Cancelled Checks 1967
The following list of phonograph records were given by Miss Annie Laurie Williams in 1974 and have been cataloged for the Speech Recordings Library serviced in the Rare Book and Manuscript Reading Room.

"Johnny, did you say Goodbye?", Words by Paul Horgan; Music by Donald Bevke; from "A Distant Trumpet" by P. Horgan. Phonograph record, 33 1/3 rpm., 1 disc.

Leonard, Bill, Interview with Alan Paton, for broadcast on "This is New York", 9/24/54, CBS Radio. Phonograph record, 33 1/3 rpm., 1 disc.


McEride, Mary M., NBC, Nov. 2, 1945; parts 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7. Phonograph records, 78 rpm., 3 discs.

"The Moon is Down", Poem by F. Loesser, Music by A. Schwartz, sung by Paul Keast et. al., conducted by David Rose. Phonograph record, 78 rpm., 1 disc.

Rees, Leslie, Interview with Annie Laurie Williams, "A View of Broadway". Phonograph record, 33 1/3 rpm., 1 disc.

Rees, Leslie, Interview with Annie Laurie Williams. Tape, 1 reel.

"This is my Best", CBS Broadcast 1/23/45. Phonograph record, 33 1/3 rpm., 2 discs.

"Words at War": "Love at First Flight", radio play by Charles Spalding and Otis Camer. NBC broadcast, 8/14/43. Parts 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Transcript and Phonograph record, 78 rpm., 3 discs.
Annie Laurie WILLIAMS Papers: Box List

212 Grey boxes (#1-5, 5A, 6-211); 1 flat box (#20A); oversize material (cardfiles, boxes) to be reboxed and added to end of collection.

Catalogued Materials: 22 Boxes (#1-5, 5A, 6-20, 20A) [20A is an oversize flatbox]

1. Correspondence: A - G
2. Correspondence: H - Z (Excluding Alan Paton, and John and Eleanor Steinbeck; see boxes 3-5)
3. Correspondence: Paton, Alan
4. Correspondence: Steinbeck, John: 1933-1948
5. Correspondence: Steinbeck, John: 1949-1967
5A. Correspondence: re: John Steinbeck and his family (Not on microfilm)
6. John Steinbeck: photocopies of letters and duplicates
7. Miscellaneous Manuscripts: Truman Capote; John Hersey; Paul Horgan; William Humphrey; Margaret Mitchell; Lillian Smith; Patrick Tanner
8. Douglas, Lloyd C.: Manuscripts: Christmas Armistice; Doctor Hudson's secret Journal; Forgive us our trespasses; Home for Christmas; The Robe; White Banners
10. Douglas, Lloyd C.: Manuscripts: Green Light
13. Paton, Alan: Manuscripts: South Africa (cont'd) - Z
14. Steinbeck, John: Manuscripts: America and Americans; Benny's Medal; The Best of Steinbeck; Burial at Sea; Burning Bright; Cannery Row; Christopher Columbus; Chrysanthemums; The Cursed Comet
15. Steinbeck, John: Manuscripts: East of Eden; The excavations under St. Peter's; Flight; The Full House; <His Father>; How Edith Mcgillicuddy met R.L.Stevenson; How Mr. Hogan robbed a bank; The last Joan; Lifeboat; <Maybe the furniture...>; A Medal for Benny
16. Steinbeck, John: Manuscripts: The Moon is Down; The New Order; Old man Stalin's dead; Pipe dream; Release; Speech upon the death of Harry Hopkins; The Story of Juan Diego; The thirties; This our America; To a God unknown; Tortilla Flat (See boxes 17-18 for Of Mice and Men and The Red Pony)
17. Steinbeck, John: Manuscripts: Of Mice and Men
19. Steinbeck, John: Manuscripts: Travels with Charlie; The Vikings; The Wayward Bus; We're holding our own; The Witches of Salem; The Wizard of Maine; Zapata; Photographs
20. Winsor, Kathleen: Manuscripts: America, with Love; Forever Amber
20A. Oversize catalogued materials.

Uncatalogued Correspondence: 123 Boxes (#21 - 144)

21. A (misc.) - Aps
22. Ar - At
23. Au - Ax (plus misc.)
24. B (misc.) - Baker
25. Baker
26. Baker - Bauer
27. Bayer
28. Bayless
29. Bea - Beu
30. Bevan (1)
31. Bevan (2)
32. Bevan (3)
33. Bew - Bla
34. Ble - Bre
35. Bri - Bud
36. Burning Bright: Play Rides
37. Bur - By
38. B (misc.)
39. C (misc.) - Caldwell
40. Caldwell - Canby
41. Capote, Truman
42. Capote, Truman: The Glass Harp (1971)
43. Capote, Truman: The Glass Harp: Play Rides
44. Car - Carroll
45. Carroll (cont'd) - Chamberlain
46. Chamberlain - Chris
47. Chris - Coy
48. Craig - Curry
49. D (misc.) - Dav
50. Day
51. Dee - Di
52. Douglas, L.: Printed Stories
53. Douglas, Lloyd C.: A - F
54. Douglas, Lloyd C.: G - M
Personal Photographs: 1 Box (#145)

Unsorted Correspondence: 8 Boxes (#146-153)

Miscellaneous/Personal Papers: 9 Boxes (#154-162)

154. Chronological 155. HMC-WWII and printed
| 156. Pub. & her arts; Texas | 160. Miscellaneous photographs |
| 158. Maurice Crain miscellaneous | 162. Memorabilia |
| 159. Miscellaneous unsorted correspondence |

**Corporate Papers and Financial Ledgers: 1 Box (#163) [See also below, Boxes 183-207]**

**Contracts and Contract Forms: 10 Boxes (#164-173)**

| 164. Car - Dz | 169. Pr - Ri |
| 165. E - G | 170. Ri - S |
| 166. H | 171. T - Wil |
| 167. I - L | 172. Win - Z |
| 168. M - Ph | 173. Contract forms |

**Memo and Day Books: 4 Boxes (#174-177)**

| 174. Memo and Day Books (1) |
| 175. Memo and Day Books (2) |
| 176. Memo and Day Books (3) |
| 177. Memo and Day Books (4) |

**Submission Books: 5 Boxes (#178-182)**

| 178. Submission Books (1) |
| 179. Submission Books (2) |
| 180. Submission Books (3) |
| 181. Submission Books (4) |
| 182. Submission Books (5) |

**Financial Papers, Ledgers, Deposit Slips, etc.: 25 Boxes (#183-207)**

| 183. Author's ledger 1950-1959 |
| 184. Financial (bills) |
| 185. Ledgers: regular and special accounts 1946-54 |
| 186. Financial ledgers and author ledgers |
| 187. Ledger 1957-1958 |
| 188. Ledgers -- cashbooks |
| 189. Ledgers -- general |
| 190. Ledgers -- Crain-cashbook; general ledger |
| 191. Deposit slips, etc. 1954-1957 (1) |
| 192. Deposit slips, etc. 1954-1957 (2) |
| 193. Deposit slips, etc. 1954-1957 (3) |
| 194. Deposit slips, etc. 1954-1957 (4) |
| 195. Deposit slips, etc. 1954-1957 (5) |
| 196. Miscellaneous financial material (1) |
| 197. Miscellaneous financial material (2) |
| 198. Miscellaneous financial material (3) |
| 199. Miscellaneous financial material (4) |
| 200. Miscellaneous financial material (5) |
| 201. Miscellaneous financial material (6) |
| 202. Miscellaneous financial material (7) |
| 203. Miscellaneous financial material (8) |
| 204. Financial papers (1) |
| 205. Financial papers (2) |
| 206. Financial papers (3) |
| 207. Deposit slips 1967-1971 |

**Author Cardfile: 4 Boxes (#208-211)**

| 208. A - C |
| 209. D - H |
| 210. I - Q |
| 211. R - Z |

**Oversize material and cardfiles at end of collection**

**Annie Laurie WILLIAMS: Unprocessed cardfiles**
27 cardfile boxes (#1-21, 21A, 22-26) shelved at end of Annie Laurie Williams collection in 14:29.

**Box List:**

**Play MSS: Author Cardfile (Boxes 1-4)**
1. A - E
2. F - K
3. K - R
4. S - Z

**Play MSS: Title Cardfile (Boxes 5-8)**
5. A - E
6. F - L
7. Mc - R
8. S - Z

**Author Cardfile (Boxes 9-11)**
9. A - H
10. I - S
11. T - Z

**MS Cardfile (Boxes 12-21A)**
12. A - Bo
13. Br - Det
14. Dev - F
15. G - H
16. I - Li
17. Lo - M
18. N - Po
19. Pr - Sk
20. Sl - Th
21. Ti - V
21A. W - Z; foreign requests for books A - Z

**Source Cardfile (Boxes 22-23)**
22. A - McIntosh & Otis
23. M & O (Juvenile) - end

**Publisher Cardfile (Boxes 24-26)**

**Annie Laurie WILLIAMS Correspondence Files**

These are 10 oversize correspondence fileboxes boxed in 6 record storage cartons and shelved at the end of the Annie Laurie Williams collection.
Box List:

1. Box Office Statements
2. Box Office Statements (2); old checks 1954-1955
3. Cancelled checks -- all accounts 1956-1960; 1961-1963
5. Bank deposits 1964-1967; bank statements and cancelled checks -- regular and special accounts 1966
6. All papers and cancelled checks 1967